The numerical simulation of two-dimensional moving blade row interactions is conducted by CFD means to investigate the interactions between the front and rear propeller in a stratospheric airship contra-rotating open propeller configuration caused by different rotational speeds. The rotational speed is a main factor to affect the propeller Reynolds number which impact the aerodynamic performance of blade rows significantly. This effect works until the Reynolds number reaches a high enough value beyond which the coefficients become independent. Additionally, the interference on the blade row has been revealed by the investigation. The front blade row moves in the induced-velocity field generated by the rear blade row and the aerodynamic coefficients are influenced when the rear blade row has fast RPMs. The rear blade row moving behind the front one is affected directly by the wake and eddies generated by the front blade row. The aerodynamic coefficients reduce when the front blade row has slow RPMs while increase when the front blade row moves faster than itself. But overall, the interference on the front blade row due to the rear blade row is slight and the interference on the rear blade row due to the front blade row is much more significant.
Introduction
Presently, the possibility of applying a stratospheric airship for high-altitude or long-endurance missions has generated substantial interest in both the commercial and military sectors [1] [2] [3] [4] . Usually, the propeller propulsion system is widely applied on the stratospheric airships because it is the most efficient means that cannot be matched by a turbojet or turbofan [5] . However, the special flight conditions of stratospheric airship propellers, especially the much smaller advance ratio and lower Reynolds number than conventional propellers, bring many troubles on the propulsion efficiency. In this case, the performance of a generic isolated stratospheric airship contra-rotating open propeller (CROP) system was investigated by Liu [6] [7] [8] in order to find a new way to solve the efficiency problem. As expected, Liu's measurements revealed trends of reduction of thrust and efficiency of the front propeller but increase of thrust and efficiency of the rear propeller compared to the single-rotating open propeller (SROP), and overall increase of thrust and efficiency. It indicated the advantages on efficiency of CROP system at small advance ratios and low Reynolds numbers.
However, for the early conceptual stages of CROP design, "engineering codes" are still the preferred method for analysis because this approach can trim many months off of the design process compared with computational fluid dynamics (CFD) calculations or wind tunnel tests [9] . In order to develop the codes, the interaction between the front and rear propellers has to be revealed due to its important influence on the overall performance of CROPs. Therefore, the investigation of combination parameters, such as rotational speed ratio or spacing distance of two propeller, is necessary to the CROP design and application. Some direct or indirect related studies can be found. For example, in 1940s, Gray's experimental study [10] found that the peak efficiency of a CROP was not seriously affected by small changes in blade This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/bync/3.0/) which permits unrestricted non-commercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
angle or changes in rotational speed of the rear propeller. Bartlett [11] conducted the experiment of effect on the propulsive efficiency of locking or windmilling one propeller for both tractor and pusher positions. It indicated that a CROP with one propeller disabled resulted in a reduction of total propeller efficiency. In 1987 and 1994, Harrison [12] and Shin [13] conducted a measurement upstream, in between, and downstream of the CROP system using laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV) and three-dimensional hotwire anemometry respectively, which proved the recovery by the downstream propeller of the swirl velocity imparted to the flow by the upstream propeller was very evident. In addition, the particle image velocimetry (PIV) apparatus was also applied to investigate the complex interaction flowfield of a generic contra-rotating open rotor model at wind-tunnel scale by Stürmer [14] . Nevertheless, these experimental studies were concentrated on conventional aircraft at relatively low-altitude and far away from enough to develop an accurate and efficient codes. More systematic and parametric investigation related to high-altitude aircraft was imperative.
As the CFD calculation methods have been improved significantly in last decades, numerical simulation become an efficient means in the CROP rotor-rotor interaction investigation. However, due to the relative motion of the front and rear rotor the flow in a CROP is of high unsteady nature. The calculation of three-dimensional CROP configuration by CFD means would cost huge amount of time and computing resources. As the previous similar investigation [15] , the infinite two-dimensional blade-row model of propeller blade elements often used to be regarded as a simple and efficient means to reveal blade-to-blade interactions rather than complex three-dimensional numerical simulation. Former two-dimensional cascade investigation was primarily aimed at the interactions between rotor and stator blade rows in turbomachines. Some of them could be taken as references into two-dimensional CROP bladeto-blade interaction investigation. For example, Fontanals [16] studied the rotor-stator interaction phenomenon in a moving cascade of airfoils in turbomachinery under design and off-design conditions. Arko [17] in 2013 used a Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes finite volume flow solver to simulate the flowfields around a two-dimensional linear turbine cascade model at a Reynolds number of 25,000. An unsteady multistage CFD prediction was also conducted by Lipfert [18] in recent years to allow detailed insight and understanding of the blade row interactions in a low pressure turbine. Walther [19] developed the discrete adjoint equations for a turbomachinery Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes solver and proposed a framework for fully automatic gradient-based constrained aerodynamic shape optimization in a multistage turbomachinery environment.
However, the moving blade row model was seldom applied in the rotor-rotor interaction of a CROP configuration at low Reynolds number and small advance ratio. In this paper, the two-dimensional moving blade row interactions have been simulated by CFD means to investigate the interactions between the front and rear propeller in a stratospheric airship CROP configuration caused by different rotational speeds.
Numerical Method and Validation

Geometry and Grid Generation
The prototype of the CROP used in numerical simulation is reported in detail in reference [7] . Therefore, the twodimensional CROP model can be represented with two opposite moving blade rows, as shown in Fig. 1 . The blade element spacing s represents the distance between two adjacent blades of a propeller along a certain circular arc (see Fig. 2 ). So it is related to the arc perimeter, radial location, and the propeller blade number, as defined in Eq. (1).
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where x is the proportional radius of blade element, D is the diameter of each propeller disk, and N B is the blade number of each propeller. The distance d between two blade rows represents the spacing between the front and rear propeller. The pitch angle θ defined in Fig. 1 is the summation of the installation angle and the local twist angle.
Numerical Method and Validation
Geometry and Grid Generation
The prototype of the CROP used in numerical simulation is reported in de Table 1 . Other wind tunnel tests have also been reported in reference [7] . where φ is the installation angle of blade and χ is the local twist angle of the blade element. The airfoils of the blade elements is S1223 of which the chord length, max thickness, and pitch angle depend on their radial location on the propeller blades. Due to the longest chord length, the blade element at radial location of x=0.50 has been chosen for simulation in this paper. The parameters of the CROP model and the blade element at x=0.50 are shown in Table 1 . Other details of the related wind tunnel tests have also been reported in reference [7] . Structured meshing technique is adopted establishing sliding mesh configuration as the analysis is unsteady as per CFD code [20] . In order to facilitate meshing the grid, just one front and one rear blade elements are applied (red box in Fig. 1 ) and the period condition is used. Other setting of boundary conditions can be seen in Fig. 1 . The mesh near the airfoil surfaces has been refined due to the complex flowfields at low Reynolds number. Furthermore, a static middle area is added between the front and rear rotor fluids to ensure the flow information well transmitted from the front rotor fluid to the rear. Figure 3 shows the details of the mesh near the moving blade rows.
Unsteady Calculation Setup
Two-dimensional unsteady Reynolds-averaged NavierStokes equation is solved by means of a commercial CFD code, ANSYS FLUENT 14.0 [20] . To simulate the moving blade row interactions in the CROP configuration, a constant velocity is applied at the inlet. The transverse velocity of the blade row (V t in Fig. 1 ) represents the tangential speed of the blade element. So it depends on the rotational speed and the element radial location, as defined in Eq. (3).
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Unsteady Calculation
As previous numerical investigation of similar problems [16] , the unsteady fo second-order implicit velocity formulation, and a pressure-based solver is chosen number could be neglected here [6] [7] [8] ). The SIMPLE pressure-velocity coupling a second order scheme discretization is selected for the numerical simulation. The i
where both n and n s are the rotational speed, but the units of them are RPM and round per second, respectively. A non-slip condition is specified for the flow at the moving wall boundaries of the rotor blade. A periodic condition is applied to the rotor fluid and a static pressure condition is imposed at the outlet of the rear rotor fluid. The turbulence is modeled using the SST k-ω model with low Reynolds number corrections, since it is a good option due to its accurate performance both in boundary layer and in wake flow modeling [21] . Experimental turbulence intensity of 0.08% is applied at the inlet velocity boundary condition. As previous numerical investigation of similar problems [16] , the unsteady formulation used is a second-order implicit velocity formulation, and a pressure-based solver is chosen (the effect of Mach number could be neglected here [6] [7] [8] ). The SIMPLE pressure-velocity coupling algorithm is used and second order scheme discretization is selected for the numerical simulation. The interface between the front rotor and the middle area, as well as between the middle area and the rear rotor, is set to a sliding mesh, in which the relative position between two areas is updated every time step. The a) the whole calculation topology b) the refined mesh near the airfoil surfaces Fig. 3 . Mesh of the whole calculation topology and the refined mesh near airfoils Fig. 3 . Mesh of the whole calculation topology and the refined mesh near airfoils maximum number of iterations for each time step is set to 40 in order to reduce all computed residuals under 1×10 -5 . Due to the unsteady nature of the flow, it is required that the whole flow domain is affected by the unsteady fluctuations. In order to check the aforementioned setting, a force monitor is recorded at the rotor blade element surfaces.
Turbulence Model Validation, Mesh sensitivity, and Time Step Selection
Before the blade row interaction numerical simulation, the SST k-ω model needs validation via the S1223 airfoil calculation at various low Reynolds numbers. The C-block is applied with a y + =1/2 in the validation. The calculated lift coefficients are compared with the experimental data [22, 23] , as shown in Fig. 4 . It can be found that the CFD predictions for the linear part (before stall angle of attack (AOA)) of the lift curve are very accurate regardless of the Reynolds number. At Re=80,000, the airfoil lift coefficients beyond the stall AOA are over-predicted, while that are less-predicted at Re=140,000 or Re=200,000. The difference between the CFD predictions and the experimental data in the poststall regime is also found in many other similar researches. In general, it is fair to say that the prediction of separated flow in the poststall region still remains a challenging frontier in CFD [24] . In addition, the pitch angle of the blade element applied in this paper is fixed at 37.73˚. So the actual AOA of blade element is around 5˚ at J=1.0. It means the simulation results would be reliable as the SST k-ω model is applied at low Reynolds number in this paper.
For evaluating the mesh sensitivity and deciding the appropriate time step three 2-D grids (coarse, medium, and fine) and three sets of time step (λ=320, λ=400, and λ=500, λ is the calculation times per circle of propeller) have been used ( Table 2) . The boundary layer around the rotor blades is modeled with a y rotor blade element should be introduced here. Advance ratio of the propeller:
For Table 2) . The boundary layer around the rotor blades is modeled with a y + =1/2. Some aerodynamic parameters of rotor blade element should be introduced here.
Advance ratio of the propeller:
Thrust coefficient of blade element: Thrust coefficient of blade element:
Torque coefficient of blade element:
The nominal efficiency of blade element:
where V 0 is the advance speed of the propeller or the wind speed in the wind tunnel tests, ρ is the air density, and F x and F y are the force calculated along the X-direction and the Y-direction, respectively.
The subscript 1 and 2 represent the front and rear blade elements, respectively. During the validation process, the propeller RPMs are 1500 and the advance ratio is 1.0.
The calculated results summarized in Table 2 demonstrates that: 1) when the coarse mesh is applied, the aerodynamic parameters are less-predicted than medium and fine mesh although they are little influenced by the different time steps. 2) when the medium and fine mesh are applied, the values of aerodynamic parameters trend to be close from the time step of λ=320 to λ=500. 3) there is few difference between the medium and fine mesh applied as the time step of λ=400 and λ=500. As aforementioned, it can be concluded that the medium mesh with λ=400 can be employed in the simulations presented in this paper.
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where V 0 is the advance speed of the propeller or the wind speed in the wind tunnel tests, ρ is the air density, and F x and F y are the force calculated along the X-direction and the Y-direction, respectively. The subscripts 1 and 2 represent the front and rear blade elements, respectively. During the validation process, the propeller RPMs are 1500 and the advance ratio is 1.0. The calculated results summarized in Table 2 demonstrates that: 1) when the coarse mesh is applied, the aerodynamic parameters are less-predicted than medium and fine mesh although they are little influenced by the different time steps. 2) when the medium and fine mesh are applied, the values of aerodynamic parameters trend to be close from the time step of λ=320 to λ=500. 3) there is few difference between the medium and fine mesh applied as the time step of λ=400 and λ=500. As aforementioned, it can be concluded that the medium mesh with λ=400 can be employed in the simulations presented in this paper.
Results and Discussions
Effect of Reynolds Number
The blade row interactions with different propeller RPMs (the same RPM held by the front and rear blade elements) are investigated in this part. The rotational speed is a key factor to affect the Reynolds number of CROP system. In the two-dimensional blade row configuration, the Reynolds number of a blade element can be defined as blade element can be defined as
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The wake behavior pattern has been changed due to the Reynolds number so force on the blade elements of course is different at varying RPMs. Figure 6 thrust coefficient, torque coefficients, and nominal efficiency of blade ele where b is the chord length of blade element and μ is the air dynamic viscosity coefficient. As the previous tests [6] [7] [8] , the peak efficiency occurred when the advance ratio is about 1.0. This value is applied in this simulation. The conditions of numerical simulations are introduced in Table 3 .
A numerical study of a flow behavior in the wake generated by the front moving rotor blades and its corresponding interaction with the rear moving rotor blades is conducted here by means of modeling the flow turbulence intensity on the wake (see Fig. 5 ). The figure shows the behavior pattern of the wake is different for each rotor frequency analyzed. It can be observed that, at operating condition of RPM=500, the boundary layer seems to be thick and the laminar flow easily goes transition on the upper surfaces of front blade elements due to the low Reynolds number. As contrast, the wake presents a vortex shedding with small eddies at RPM=1000. The characteristic length of eddies trends to be larger at RPM=1500 and then the vortex shedding starts to disappear at RPM=2000 and RPM=2500. It indicates the turbulence intensity pattern is strongly dependent on the Reynolds number of rotor blade elements. For the rear rotor blade, the boundary layer is also thick but no vortex shedding on the blade surface during all the computed RPM range under the interference from the front rotor. It means the difference of wake behavior pattern due to Reynolds number is found exist mainly in the wake of front rotor blades.
The wake behavior pattern has been changed due to the Reynolds number so that the aerodynamic force on the blade elements of course is different at varying RPMs. Figure 6 shows the computed thrust coefficient, torque coefficients, and nominal efficiency of blade elements at the phase position (ψ 1 +ψ 2 ) from 0˚ to 360˚. The definition of the phase position is introduced in Fig. 2 . Due to the same rotational speed, the phase position of front and rear blade elements should be always equal at the same time. During all the simulation process, the initial phase position of front and rear blade elements are both 0˚. According to Fig. 6 , the aerodynamic coefficients can be found fluctuant at RPM=1000 and RPM=1500 owing to the vortex shedding on the blade surface. Additionally, the figure indicates the coefficients of two-dimensional stratospheric airship CROP blade rows are highly dependent on Reynolds number.
These coefficients increase with the increasing of Reynolds number. The impact of Reynolds number is significant until it reaches a high enough value beyond which the coefficients become Reynolds number independent. It indicates, in terms of the performance of CROP on a stratospheric airship, the Reynolds number which the airship is flying at is an important factor to be considered.
Interference on Front Rotor Blade Elements
Different from the SROP rotating in a free flowfield, the front rotor rotates in the induced-velocity field generated by the rear rotor in a CROP configuration. When the two rotors of CROP stay close with each other, the interference obviously exists to affect the aerodynamic performance of each rotor. Some cases are calculated in which the front blade element (at x=0.50) RPM remains 1500 while the rear blade element RPM changes from 0 to 2500 to investigate the interference on the two-dimensional front blade rows. Table 4 shows the time-averaged aerodynamic coefficients of the front blade element at the phase position (ψ 1 +ψ 2 ) from 0˚ to 360˚. The performance of SROP blade element is also introduced in the table as a comparison. Compared with SROP, the performance of the front blade element has no obvious change when the rear blade element RPM is 0 and 500. It indicates the induced-velocity field generated by rear blade elements at slow rotational speed is not strong enough to impact the performance of front blade elements. As the rear blade element RPM increases, the thrust and torque coefficients of the front blade element increase except when the rear blade element RPM is 2000. It means the forces on the front blade element are influenced more significantly with the induced-velocity flied getting stronger. Under this circumstance, the nominal efficiency of front blade elements which under the interference by rear blade rows is slightly low or almost equal to the SROP. Figure 7 shows the pressure coefficients on the upper and lower surface of the front blade elements in function of the phase position (ψ 1 +ψ 2 ). It can be found that the value of pressure coefficient of the front blade element depends on the strength of the induced-velocity field the rear blade row creates. The variation of pressure coefficients have different Table 3 . The numerical simulation conditions Additionally, according to the figure, the rear blade element pressure field more severely affects the lower surface instead of the upper surface. On the other hand, compared with SROP, the pressure coefficient of the front blade element, no matter on the upper or lower surface, is a bit larger at rear RPM=0 or RPM=500 while the coefficient is smaller at other rear blade element RPMs. Due to the interference from the rear blade elements, the pressure coefficient of the upper surface reduces with the increasing of the rear blade element RPM. The similar phenomenon can be observed on the lower surface. However, although the upper and lower surface are both influenced by the rear blade elements, the overall forces on the front blade element have not changed significantly (see Table 4 ).
Interference on Rear Rotor Blade Elements
Similarly, the interference on the rear blade rows has been investigated via remaining the value of rear blade element RPM at 1500 unchanged. Table 5 shows the time-averaged aerodynamic coefficients of the rear blade element at the phase position (ψ 1 +ψ 2 ) from 0˚ to 360˚. Different from the front blade elements, the rear blade elements installed behind the front ones so that to be influenced directly by the wake and eddies of the front blade elements. Therefore, the obvious difference can be observed in the table under varying calculation conditions. Compared with SROP, the performance of the rear blade element is weakened when the front blade element RPM is slow (at 0 or 500) while the force on the rear blade element at fast RPMs (over 1500) is improved. It indicates whether the wake or eddies of the front blade element can improve the performance of the rear blade element depends on the strength and pattern of the wake the front blade element creates. As the front blade element RPM increases, the thrust, torque coefficients, and the nominal efficiency of the rear blade element significantly increase. It means the wake strength and pattern at fast front blade element RPMs offers benefits to the rear blade element performance improvement. Figure 8 shows the pressure coefficients on the upper and lower surface of the rear blade elements in function of the phase position (ψ 1 +ψ 2 ). It can be found that the force on the rear blade element is closely related to the phase position. Different from Fig. 7 , the coefficients in Fig. 8 have no fluctuant at any phase position. However, there are some other special points should be paid attentions: the sharply variation of the pressure coefficient on the upper or lower surface of the rear blade element when the (ψ 1 +ψ 2 ) is about 180˚. That's probably the moment that the eddies created by the front blade element just drop on the upper surface of the rear blade element. Moreover, the wake or eddies from the front blade elements seem to influences the upper surfaces of the rear blade elements more severely than the lower surfaces. Compared with SROP, the pressure coefficient on the upper surface of the rear blade element at small front Table 5 . Time-averaged aerodynamic coefficients of rear blade elements RPMs is smaller. Due to the interference from the wake of front blade elements, the pressure coefficient on the upper surface reduces with the increasing of the front blade element RPM. However, the regulation on the lower surface of the rear blade element is totally on the contrary. The pressure coefficient on the lower surface of the rear blade element at small front RPMs is bigger than that of SROP blade element. It increases with the increasing of the front blade element RPM. The opposite impact on the upper and lower surface is the reason why the performance of the rear blade varies greatly with the change of the front blade RPM.
Conclusions
The numerical investigation of two-dimensional moving blade rows (at x=0.50) is conducted in this paper to illustrate the interactions between two rotors caused by varying rotational speed in a stratospheric airship CROP configuration. Maybe the pattern of blade rows flowfield cannot totally represent the whole three-dimensional CROP flowfield, but this investigation will significantly simplify the difficulty of research process by CFD means and also reveal some useful regulations.
1) The wake and pattern of the front blade row would be affected differently at varying Reynolds number while the wake of the rear blade row would be affected slightly. Accordingly, the aerodynamic coefficient of the blade element would increase with the increasing of the Reynolds number. The effect of Reynolds number is significant until it reaches a high enough value beyond which the coefficients become independent.
2) In terms of the front blade row at a fixed RPM (1500 in this paper), it moves and is affected in the induced-velocity field generated by the moving rear blade row. The lower surface is influenced more severely than the upper surface. The aerodynamic coefficients are almost unchanged when the RPM of the rear blade row is slow, and then increase with the increasing of the rear blade row RPM. But overall, the interference on the front blade row due to the rear blade row is relatively slight.
3) In terms of the rear blade element at a fixed RPM (1500 in this paper), it moves behind the front blade row and is affected directly by the wake and eddies generated by the front blade row. The aerodynamic coefficients reduce when the RPM of front blade row is slow, and then increase when the front blade row moves faster than itself. The upper surface is influenced more severely than the lower surface. Additionally, the opposite regulation would be observed respectively on the upper and lower surfaces.
Besides the rotational speed, some other investigation of combination parameters in a stratospheric airship CROP configuration is on the way. All the aforementioned research proves the interference between two rotors and provide a reference for developing the "engineering note" to simply predict the performance of CROP system at small advance ratio and low Reynolds number.
